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1-bit ALU, B-26–29. See also Arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
- adder, B-27
- CarryOut, B-28
- for most significant bit, B-33
- illustrated, B-29
- logical unit for AND/OR, B-27
- performing AND, OR, and addition, B-31, B-33

32-bit ALU, B-29–38. See also Arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
- defining in Verilog, B-35–38
- from 31 copies of 1-bit ALU, B-34
- illustrated, B-36
- ripple carry adder, B-29
- tailoring to MIPS, B-31–35
- with 32 1-bit ALUs, B-30

32-bit immediate operands, 112–113
7090/7094 hardware, OL3.11-7
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Absolute references, 126
Abstractions
- hardware/software interface, 22
- principle, 22
- to simplify design, 11
Accumulator architectures, OL2.21-2
Acronyms, 9
Active matrix, 18
add (Add), 64
add.d (FP Add Double), A-73
add.s (FP Add Single), A-74
Add unsigned instruction, 180
addi (Add Immediate), 64
Addition, 178–182. See also Arithmetic binary, 178–179
- floating-point, 203–206, 211, A-73–74
- instructions, A-51
- operands, 179
- significands, 203
- speed, 182
addiu (Add Imm Unsigned), 119
Add interleave, 381
Address interleave, D-24, D-25
Address space, 428, 431
- extending, 479
- flat, 479
ID (ASID), 446
- inadequate, OL5.17-6
- shared, 519–520
- single physical, 517
- unmapped, 450
- virtual, 446
Address translation
- for ARM cortex-A8, 471
- defined, 429
- fast, 438–439
- for Intel core i7, 471
- TLB for, 438–439
Address-control lines, D-26
Addresses
- 32-bit immediates, 113–116
- base, 69
- byte, 69
- defined, 68
- memory, 77
- virtual, 428–431, 450
Addressing
- 32-bit immediates, 113–116
- base, 116
- displacement, 116
- immediate, 116
- in jumps and branches, 113–116
- MIPS modes, 116–118
- PC-relative, 114, 116
- pseudodirect, 116
- register, 116
- x86 modes, 152
Address modes, A-45–47
- desktop architectures, E-6
addu (Add Unsigned), 64
Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX), 225, 227
AGP, C-9
Algol-60, OL2.21-7
Aliasing, 444
Alignment restriction, 69–70
All-pairs N-body algorithm, C-65
Alpha architecture
- bit count instructions, E-29
- floating-point instructions, E-28
- instructions, E-27–29
- no divide, E-28
- PAL code, E-28
- unaligned load-store, E-28
- VAX floating-point formats, E-29
ALU control, 259–261. See also
- Arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
- bits, 260
- logic, D-6
- mapping to gates, D-4–7
- truth tables, D-5
ALU control block, 263
- defined, D-4
- generating ALU control bits, D-6
ALUOp, 260, D-6
- bits, 260, 261
- control signal, 263
Amazon Web Services (AWS), 425
AMD Opteron X4 (Barcelona), 543, 544
AMD64, 151, 224, OL2.21-6
Amdahl’s law, 401, 503
- corollary, 49
- defined, 49
- fallacy, 556
- and (AND), 64
AND gates, B-12, D-7
AND operation, 88
AND operation, A-52, B-6
andi (And Immediate), 64
Annual failure rate (AFR), 418
- versus MTTF of disks, 419–420
Antidependence, 338
Antifuse, B-78
Apple computer, OL1.12-7
Apple iPad 2 A1395, 20
logic board of, 20
processor integrated circuit of, 21
Application binary interface (ABI), 22
Application programming interfaces (APIs)
defined, C-4
graphics, C-14
Architectural registers, 347
Arithmetic, 176–236
addition, 178–182
addition and subtraction, 178–182
division, 189–195
fallacies and pitfalls, 229–232
floating-point, 196–222
historical perspective, 236
multiplication, 183–188
parallelism and, 222–223
Streaming SIMD Extensions and advanced vector extensions in x86, 224–225
subtraction, 178–182
subword parallelism, 222–223
subword parallelism and matrix multiply, 225–228
Arithmetic instructions. See also Instructions
desktop RISC, E-11
embedded RISC, E-14
logical, 251
MIPS, A-51–57
operands, 66–73
Arithmetic intensity, 541
Arithmetic logic unit (ALU). See also ALU control; Control units
1-bit, B-26–29
32-bit, B-29–38
before forwarding, 309
branch datapath, 254
hardware, 180
memory-reference instruction use, 245
for register values, 252
R-format operations, 253
signed-immediate input, 312
ARM Cortex-A8, 244, 345–346
address translation for, 471
caches in, 472
data cache miss rates for, 474
memory hierarchies of, 471–475
performance of, 473–475
specification, 345
TLB hardware for, 471
ARM instructions, 145–147
12-bit immediate field, 148
addressing modes, 145
block loads and stores, 149
brief history, OL2.21-5
calculations, 145–146
compare and conditional branch,
147–148
collection field, 324
data transfer, 146
features, 148–149
formats, 148
logical, 149
MIPS similarities, 146
register-register, 146
unique, E-36–37
ARMv7, 62
ARMv8, 158–159
ARPANET, OL1.12-10
Arrays, 415
logic elements, B-18–19
multiple dimension, 218
pointers versus, 141–145
procedures for setting to zero, 142
ASCII
binary numbers versus, 107
character representation, 106
defined, 106
symbols, 109
Assembler directives, A-5
Assemblers, 124–126, A-10–17
conditional code assembly, A-17
defined, 14, A-4
function, 125, A-10
macros, A-4, A-15–17
microcode, D-30
number acceptance, 125
object file, 125
pseudoinstructions, A-17
relocation information, A-13, A-14
speed, A-13
symbol table, A-12
Assembly language, 15
defined, 14, 123
drawbacks, A-9–10
floating-point, 212
high-level languages versus, A-12
illustrated, 15
MIPS, 64, 84, A-45–80
production of, A-8–9
programs, 123
translating into machine language, 84
when to use, A-7–9
Asserted signals, 250, B-4
Associativity
in caches, 405
degree, increasing, 404, 455
increasing, 409
set, tag size versus, 409
Atomic compare and swap, 123
Atomic exchange, 121
Atomic fetch-and-increment, 123
Atomic memory operation, C-21
Attribute interpolation, C-43–44
Automobiles, computer application in, 4
Average memory access time (AMAT), 402
calculating, 403
Backpatching, A-13
Bandwidth, 30–31
bisection, 532
external to DRAM, 398
memory, 380–381, 398
network, 535
Barrier synchronization, C-18
defined, C-20
for thread communication, C-34
Base addressing, 69, 116
Base registers, 69
Basic block, 93
Benchmarks, 538–540
defined, 46
Linpack, 538, OL3.11-4
multicores, 522–529
multiprocessor, 538–540
NAS parallel, 540
parallel, 539
PARSEC suite, 540
SPEC CPU, 46–48
SPEC power, 48–49
SPECrate, 538–539
Stream, 548
beq (Branch On Equal), 64
bge (Branch Greater Than or Equal), 125
bgt (Branch Greater Than), 125
Biased notation, 79, 200
Big-endian byte order, 70, A-43
Binary numbers, 81–82
ASCII versus, 107
conversion to decimal numbers, 76
defined, 73
Bisection bandwidth, 532
Bit maps
defined, 18, 73
goal, 18
storing, 18
Bit-Interleaved Parity (RAID 3), OL5.11-5
Bits
ALUOp, 260, 261
defined, 14
dirty, 437
guard, 220
patterns, 220–221
reference, 435
rounding, 220
sign, 75
state, D-8
sticky, 220
valid, 383
ble (Branch Less Than or Equal), 125
Blocking assignment, B-24
Blocking factor, 414
Block-Interleaved Parity (RAID 4), OL5.11-5–5.11-6
Blocks
combinational, B-4
defined, 376
finding, 456
flexible placement, 402–404
least recently used (LRU), 409
loads/stores, 149
locating in cache, 407–408
miss rate and, 391
multiword, mapping addresses to, 390
placement locations, 455–456
placement strategies, 404
replacement selection, 409
replacement strategies, 457
spatial locality exploitation, 391
state, B-4
valid data, 386
blt (Branch Less Than), 125
bne (Branch On Not Equal), 64
Bonding, 28
Boolean algebra, B-6
Bounds check shortcut, 95
Branch datapath
ALU, 254
operations, 254
Branch delay slots
defined, 322
scheduling, 323
Branch equal, 318
Branch instructions, A-59–63
jump instruction versus, 270
list of, A-60–63
pipeline impact, 317
Branch not taken
assumption, 318
defined, 254
Branch prediction
as control hazard solution, 284
buffers, 321, 322
defined, 283
dynamic, 284, 321–323
static, 335
Branch predictors
accuracy, 322
correlation, 324
information from, 324
tournament, 324
Branch taken
cost reduction, 318
defined, 254
Branch target
addresses, 254
buffers, 324
Branches. See also Conditional branches
addressing in, 113–116
compiler creation, 91
condition, 255
decision, moving up, 318
delayed, 96, 255, 284, 318–319, 322, 324
ending, 93
execution in ID stage, 319
pipelined, 318
target address, 318
unconditional, 91
Branch-on-equal instruction, 268
Bubble Sort, 140
Bubbles, 314
Bus-based coherent multiprocessors, OL6.15-7
Buses, B-19
Bytes
addressing, 70
order, 70, A-43
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C.mmp, OL6.15-4
C language
assignment, compiling into MIPS, 65–66
compiling, 145, OL2.15-2–2.15-3
compiling assignment with registers, 67–68
compiling while loops in, 92
sort algorithms, 141
translation hierarchy, 124
translation to MIPS assembly language, 65
variables, 102
C++ language, OL2.15-27, OL2.21-8
Cache blocking and matrix multiply, 475–476
Cache coherence, 466–470
coherence, 466
consistency, 466
enforcement schemes, 467–468
implementation techniques, OL5.12-11–5.12-12
migration, 467
problem, 466, 467, 470
protocol example, OL5.12-12–5.12-16
protocols, 468
replication, 468
snooping protocol, 468–469
snoopy, OL5.12-17
state diagram, OL5.12-16
Cache coherency protocol, OL5.12-12–5.12-16
finite-state transition diagram, OL5.12-15
functioning, OL5.12-14
mechanism, OL5.12-14
state diagram, OL5.12-16
states, OL5.12-13
write-back cache, OL5.12-15
Cache controllers, 470
coherent cache implementation techniques, OL5.12-11–5.12-12
implementing, OL5.12-2
snoopy cache coherence, OL5.12-17
SystemVerilog, OL5.12-2
Cache hits, 443
Cache misses
block replacement on, 457
capacity, 459
Cache misses (Continued)  
compulsory, 459  
conflict, 459  
defined, 392  
direct-mapped cache, 404  
fully associative cache, 406  
handling, 392–393  
memory-stall clock cycles, 399  
reducing with flexible block placement, 402–404  
set-associative cache, 405  
steps, 393  
in write-through cache, 393  

Cache performance, 398–417  
calculating, 400  
hit time and, 401–402  
impact on processor performance, 400  

Cache-aware instructions, 482  
Caches, 383–398. See also Blocks  
accessing, 386–389  
in ARM cortex-A8, 472  
associativity in, 405–406  
bits in, 390  
bits needed for, 390  
contents illustration, 387  
defined, 21, 383–384  
direct-mapped, 384, 385, 390, 402  
empty, 386–387  
FSM for controlling, 461–462  
fully associative, 403  
GPU, C-38  
inconsistent, 393  
index, 388  
in Intel Core i7, 472  
Intrinsity FastMATH example, 395–398  
locating blocks in, 407–408  
locations, 385  
multilevel, 398, 410  
nonblocking, 472  
physically addressed, 443  
physically indexed, 443  
physically tagged, 443  
primary, 410, 417  
secondary, 410, 417  
set-associative, 403  
simulating, 478  
split, 397  
summary, 397–398  
tag field, 388  
tags, OL5.12-3, OL5.12-11  
virtual memory and TLB integration, 440–441  
virtually addressed, 443  
virtually indexed, 443  
virtually tagged, 443  
write-back, 394, 395, 458  
write-through, 393, 395, 457  
writes, 393–395  
Callee, 98, 99  
Callee-saved register, A-23  
Caller, 98  
Caller-saved register, A-23  
Capabilities, OL5.17-8  
Capacity misses, 459  
Carry lookahead, B-38–47  
4-bit ALUs using, B-45  
adder, B-39  
fast, with first level of abstraction, B-39–40  
fast, with “infinite” hardware, B-38–39  
fast, with second level of abstraction, B-40–46  
plumbing analogy, B-42, B-43  
ripple carry speed versus, B-46  
summary, B-46–47  
Carry save adders, 188  
Cause register  
defined, 327  
fields, A-34, A-35  
OLC 6600, OL1.12-7, OL4.16-3  
Cell phones, 7  
Central processor unit (CPU). See also Processors  
classic performance equation, 36–40  
coprocessor 0, A-33–34  
defined, 19  
execution time, 32, 33–34  
performance, 33–35  
system, time, 32  
time, 399  
time measurements, 33–34  
user, time, 32  
Cg pixel shader program, C-15–17  
Characters  
ASCII representation, 106  
in Java, 109–111  
Chips, 19, 25, 26  
manufacturing process, 26  
Classes  
defined, OL2.15-15  
packages, OL2.15-21  
Clock cycles  
defined, 33  
memory-stall, 399  
number of registers and, 67  
worst-case delay and, 272  
Clock cycles per instruction (CPI), 35, 282  
one level of caching, 410  
two levels of caching, 410  
Clock rate  
defined, 33  
frequency switched as function of, 41  
power and, 40  
Clocking methodology, 249–251, B-48  
edge-triggered, 249, B-48, B-73  
level-sensitive, B-74, B-75–76  
for predictability, 249  
Clocks, B-48–50  
edge, B-48, B-50  
in edge-triggered design, B-73  
skew, B-74  
specification, B-57  
synchronous system, B-48–49  
Cloud computing, 533  
defined, 7  
Cluster networking, 537–538, OL6.9-12  
Clusters, OL6.15-8–6.15-9  
defined, 30, 500, OL6.15-8  
isolation, 530  
orrganization, 499  
scientific computing on, OL6.15-8  
Cm*, OL6.15-4  
CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor), 41  
Coarse-grained multithreading, 514  
Cobol, OL2.21-7  
Code generation, OL2.15-13  
Code motion, OL2.15-7  
Cold-start miss, 459  
Collision misses, 459  
Column major order, 413  
Combinational blocks, B-4  
Combinational control units, D-4–8  
Combinational elements, 248  
Combinational logic, 249, B-3, B-9–20  
arrays, B-18–19  
decoders, B-9  
defined, B-5  
don’t cares, B-17–18  
multiplexors, B-10  
ROMs, B-14–16  
two-level, B-11–14  
Verilog, B-23–26
Commercial computer development, OL1.12-4–1.12-10
Commit units
buffer, 339–340
defined, 339–340
in update control, 343
Common case fast, 11
Common subexpression elimination, OL2.15-6
Communication, 23–24
overhead, reducing, 44–45
thread, C-34
Compact code, OL2.21-4
Comparison instructions, A-57–59
floating-point, A-74–75
list of, A-57–59
Comparisons, 93
constant operands in, 93
signed versus unsigned, 94–95
Compilers, 123–124
branch creation, 92
brief history, OL2.21-9
conservative, OL2.15-6
deﬁned, 14
front end, OL2.15-3
function, 14, 123–124, A-5–6
high-level optimizations, OL2.15-4
ILP exploitation, OL4.16-5
Just In Time (JIT), 132
machine language production, A-8–9, A-10
optimization, 141, OL2.21-9
speculation, 333–334
structure, OL2.15-2
Compiling
C assignment statements, 65–66
C language, 92–93, 145, OL2.15–2.15-3
floating-point programs, 214–217
if-then-else, 91
in Java, OL2.15-19
procedures, 98, 101–102
recursive procedures, 101–102
while loops, 92–93
Compressed sparse row (CSR) matrix, C-55, C-56
Compulsory misses, 459
Computer architects, 11–12
abstraction to simplify design, 11
common case fast, 11
dependability via redundancy, 12
hierarchy of memories, 12
Moore’s law, 11
parallelism, 12
pipelining, 12
prediction, 12
Computers
application classes, 5–6
applications, 4
arithmetic for, 176–236
characteristics, OL1.12-12
commercial development, OL1.12–1.12-10
component organization, 17
components, 17, 177
design measure, 53
desktop, 5
embedded, 5, A-7
ﬁrst, OL1.12–2–1.12-4
in information revolution, 4
instruction representation, 80–87
performance measurement, OL1.12-10
PostPC Era, 6–7
principles, 86
servers, 5
Condition ﬁeld, 324
Conditional branches
ARM, 147–148
changing program counter with, 324
compiling if-then-else into, 91
deﬁned, 90
desktop RISC, E-16
embedded RISC, E-16
implementation, 96
in loops, 115
PA-RISC, E-34, E-35
PC-relative addressing, 114
RISC, E-10–16
SPARC, E-10–12
Conditional move instructions, 324
Conflict misses, 459
Constant memory, C-40
Constant operands, 72–73
in comparisons, 93
frequent occurrence, 72
Constant-manipulating instructions, A-57
Content Addressable Memory (CAM), 408
Context switch, 446
Control
ALU, 259–261
challenge, 325–326
ﬁnishing, 269–270
forwarding, 307
FSM, D-8–21
implementation, optimizing, D-27–28
for jump instruction, 270
mapping to hardware, D-2–32
memory, D-26
organizing, to reduce logic, D-31–32
pipelined, 300–303
Control flow graphs, OL2.15–9–2.15-10
illustrated examples, OL2.15-9, OL2.15-10
Control functions
ALU, mapping to gates, D-4–7
defining, 264
PLA, implementation, D-7, D-20–21
ROM, encoding, D-18–19
for single-cycle implementation, 269
Control hazards, 281–282, 316–325
branch delay reduction, 318–319
branch not taken assumption, 318
branch prediction as solution, 284
delayed decision approach, 284
dynamic branch prediction,
321–323
logic implementation in Verilog, OL4.13–8
pipeline stalls as solution, 282
pipeline summary, 324
simplicity, 317
solutions, 282
static multiple-issue processors and,
335–336
Control lines
asserted, 264
in datapath, 263
execution/address calculation, 300
ﬁnal three stages, 303
instruction decode/register ﬁle read, 300
instruction fetch, 300
memory access, 302
setting of, 264
values, 300
write-back, 302
Control signals
ALUOp, 263
defined, 250
effect of, 264
multi-bit, 264
pipelined datapaths with, 300–303
truth tables, D-14
Control units, 247. See also Arithmetic logic unit (ALU) address select logic, D-24, D-25 combinational, implementing, D-4–8 with explicit counter, D-23 illustrated, 265 logic equations, D-11 main, designing, 261–264 as microcode, D-28 MIPS, D-10 next-state outputs, D-10, D-12–13 output, 259–261, D-10 Conversion instructions, A-75–76 Cooperative thread arrays (CTAs), C-30 Coprocessors, A-33–34 defined, 218 move instructions, A-71–72 Core MIPS instruction set, 236. See also MIPS abstract view, 246 desktop RISC, E-9–11 implementation, 244–248 implementation illustration, 247 overview, 245 subset, 244 Cores defined, 43 number per chip, 43 Correlation predictor, 324 Cosmic Cube, OL6.15-7 Count register, A-34 CPU, 9 Cray computers, OL3.11-5–3.11-6 Critical word first, 392 Crossbar networks, 535 CTSS (Compatible Time-Sharing System), OL5.18-9 CUDA programming environment, 523, C-5 barrier synchronization, C-18, C-34 development, C-17, C-18 hierarchy of thread groups, C-18 kernels, C-19, C-24 key abstractions, C-18 paradigm, C-19–23 parallel plus-scan template, C-61 per-block shared memory, C-58 plus-reduction implementation, C-63 programs, C-6, C-24 scalable parallel programming with, C-17–23 shared memories, C-18 threads, C-36 Cyclic redundancy check, 423 Cylinder, 381 D
D flip-flops, B-51, B-53 D latches, B-51, B-52 Data bits, 421 Data flow analysis, OL2.15-11 Data hazards, 278, 303–316. See also Hazards forwarding, 278, 303–316 load-use, 280, 318 stalls and, 313–316 Data layout directives, A-14 Data movement instructions, A-70–73 Data parallel problem decomposition, C-17, C-18 Data race, 121 Data segment, A-13 Data selectors, 246 Data transfer instructions. See also Instructions defined, 68 load, 68 offset, 69 store, 71 Datacenters, 7 Data-level parallelism, 508 Datapath elements defined, 251 sharing, 256 Datapaths branch, 254 building, 251–259 control signal truth tables, D-14 control unit, 265 defined, 19 design, 251 exception handling, 329 for fetching instructions, 253 for hazard resolution via forwarding, 311 for jump instruction, 270 for memory instructions, 256 for MIPS architecture, 257 in operation for branch-on-equal instruction, 268 in operation for load instruction, 267 in operation for R-type instruction, 266 operation of, 264–269 pipelined, 286–303 for R-type instructions, 256, 264–265 single, creating, 256 single-cycle, 283 static two-issue, 336 Deasserted signals, 250, B-4 Debugging information, A-13 DEC PDP-8, OL2.21-3 Decimal numbers binary number conversion to, 76 defined, 73 Decision-making instructions, 90–96 Decoders, B-9 two-level, B-65 Decoding machine language, 118–120 Defect, 26 Delayed branches, 96. See also Branches as control hazard solution, 284 defined, 255 embedded RISCs and, E-23 for five-stage pipelines, 26, 323–324 reducing, 318–319 scheduling limitations, 323 Delayed decision, 284 DeMorgan’s theorems, B-11 Denormalized numbers, 222 Dependability via redundancy, 12 Dependable memory hierarchy, 418–423 failure, defining, 418 Dependences between pipeline registers, 308 between pipeline registers and ALU inputs, 308 bubble insertion and, 314 detection, 306–308 name, 338 sequence, 304 Design compromises and, 161 datapath, 251 digital, 354 logic, 248–251, B-1–79 main control unit, 261–264 memory hierarchy, challenges, 460 pipelining instruction sets, 277 Desktop and server RISCs. See also Reduced instruction set computer (RISC) architectures
addressing modes, E-6
architecture summary, E-4
arithmetic/logical instructions, E-11
conditional branches, E-16
constant extension summary, E-9
control instructions, E-11
conventions equivalent to MIPS core, E-12
data transfer instructions, E-10
features added to, E-45
floating-point instructions, E-12
instruction formats, E-7
multimedia extensions, E-16–18
multimedia support, E-18
types of, E-3
Desktop computers, defined, 5
Device driver, OL6.9-5
DGEMM (Double precision General Matrix Multiply), 225, 352, 413, 553
cache blocked version of, 415
optimized C version of, 226, 227, 476
performance, 354, 416
Dicing, 27
Dies, 26, 26–27
Digital design pipeline, 354
Digital signal-processing (DSP) extensions, E-19
DIMMs (dual inline memory modules), OL5.17-5
Direct Data IO (DDIO), OL6.9-6
Direct memory access (DMA), OL6.9-4
Direct3D, C-13
Direct-mapped caches. See also Caches
address portions, 407
choice of, 456
defined, 384, 402
illustrated, 385
memory block location, 403
misses, 405
single comparator, 407
total number of bits, 390
Dirty bit, 437
Dirty pages, 437
Disk memory, 381–383
Displacement addressing, 116
Distributed Block-Interleaved Parity (RAID 5), OL5.11-6
div (Divide), A-52
div.d (FP Divide Double), A-76
div.s (FP Divide Single), A-76
Divide algorithm, 190
Dividend, 189
Division, 189–195
algorithm, 191
dividend, 189
divisor, 189
Divisor, 189
divu (Divide Unsigned), A-52. See also Arithmetic
faster, 194
floating-point, 211, A-76
hardware, 189–192
hardware, improved version, 192
instructions, A-52–53
in MIPS, 194
operands, 189
quotient, 189
remainder, 189
signed, 192–194
SRT, 194
Don't cares, B-17–18
example, B-17–18
term, 261
Double data rate (DDR), 379
Double Data Rate RAMs (DDRRAMs), 379–380, B-65
Double precision. See also Single precision
defined, 198
FMA, C-45–46
GPU, C-45–46, C-74
representation, 201
Double words, 152
Dual inline memory modules (DIMMs), 381
Dynamic branch prediction, 321–323. See also Control hazards
branch prediction buffer, 321
loops and, 321–323
Dynamic hardware predictors, 284
Dynamic multiple-issue processors, 333, 339–341. See also Multiple issue pipeline scheduling, 339–341
superscalar, 339
Dynamic pipeline scheduling, 339–341
commit unit, 339–340
concept, 339–340
hardware-based speculation, 341
primary units, 340
reorder buffer, 343
reservation station, 339–340
Dynamic random access memory (DRAM), 378, 379–381, B-63–65
bandwidth external to, 398
cost, 23
defined, 19, B-63
DIMM, OL5.17-5
Double Date Rate (DDR), 379–380
early board, OL5.17-4
GPU, C-37–38
growth of capacity, 25
history, OL5.17-2
internal organization of, 380
pass transistor, B-63
SIMM, OL5.17-5, OL5.17-6
growth of capacity, 25
size, 398
speed, 23
synchronous (SDRAM), 379–380, B-60, B-65
two-level decoder, B-65
Dynamically linked libraries (DLLs), 129–131
defined, 129
lazy procedure linkage version, 130
Early restart, 392
Edge-triggered clocking methodology, 249, 250, B-48, B-73
advantage, B-49
clocks, B-73
drawbacks, B-74
illustrated, B-50
rising edge/falling edge, B-48
EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Calculator), OL1.12-3, OL5.17-2
Eispac, OL3.11-4
Electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), 381
Elements
combinational, 248
datapath, 251, 256
memory, B-50–58
state, 248, 250, 252, B-48, B-50
Embedded computers, 5
application requirements, 6
defined, A-7
design, 5
growth, OL1.12-12–1.12-13
Embedded Microprocessor Benchmark Consortium (EEMBC), OL1.12-12
Embedded RISCs. See also Reduced instruction set computer (RISC) architectures
addressing modes, E-6
architecture summary, E-4
arithmetic/logical instructions, E-14
conditional branches, E-16
constant extension summary, E-9
control instructions, E-15
data transfer instructions, E-13
delayed branch and, E-23
DSP extensions, E-19
general purpose registers, E-5
instruction conventions, E-15
instruction formats, E-8
multiply-accumulate approaches, E-19
types of, E-4
Encoding
defined, D-31
floating-point instruction, 213
MIPS instruction, 83, 119, A-49
ROM control function, D-18–19
ROM logic function, B-15
x86 instruction, 155–156
ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator), OL1.12-2, OL1.12-3, OL5.17-2
EPIC, OL4.16-5
Error correction, B-65–67
Error Detecting and Correcting Code (RAID 2), OL5.11-5
Error detection, B-66
Error detection code, 420
Ethernet, 23
EX stage
load instructions, 292
overflow exception detection, 328
store instructions, 294
Exabyte, 6
Exception enable, 447
Exception handlers, A-36–38
defined, A-35
return from, A-38
Exception program counters (EPCs), 326
address capture, 331
copying, 181
defined, 181, 327
in restart determination, 326–327
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Task-level parallelism, 500
TebiByte (TiB), 5
Telsa PTX ISA, C-31–34
arithmetic instructions, C-33
barrier synchronization, C-34
GPU thread instructions, C-32
memory access instructions, C-33–34
Temporal locality, 374
tendency, 378
Temporary registers, 67, 99
Terabyte (TB), 6
defined, 5
Text segment, A-13
Texture memory, C-40
Texture/processor cluster (TPC), C-47–48
TFLOPS multiprocessor, OL6.15-6
Thrashing, 453
Thread blocks, 528
creation, C-23
defined, C-19
managing, C-30
memory sharing, C-20
synchronization, C-20
Thread parallelism, C-22
Threads
creation, C-23
CUDA, C-36
ISA, C-31–34
managing, C-30
memory latencies and, C-74–75
multiple, per body, C-68–69
warps, C-27
Three Cs model, 459–461
Three-state buffers, B-59, B-60
Throughput
defined, 30–31
multiple issue and, 342
pipelining and, 286, 342
Thumb, E-15, E-38
Timing
asynchronous inputs, B-76–77
level-sensitive, B-75–76
methodologies, B-72–77
two-phase, B-75
TLB misses, 439. See also Translation-
lookaside buffer (TLB)
entry point, 449
handler, 449
handling, 446–453
occurrence, 446
problem, 453
Tomasulo’s algorithm, OL4.16-3
Touchscreen, 19
Tournament branch predictors, 324
Tracks, 381–382
Transfer time, 383
Transistors, 25
Translation-lookaside buffer (TLB),
438–439, E-26–27, OL5.17-6. See
also TLB misses
associativities, 439
illustrated, 438
integration, 440–441
Intrinsity FastMATH, 440
typical values, 439
Transmit driver and NIC hardware time
versus. receive driver and NIC hardware
time, OL6.9-8
Transmitter Control register, A-39–40
Transmitter Data register, A-40
Trap instructions, A-64–66
Tree-based parallel scan, C-62
Truth tables, B-5
ALU control lines, D-5
for control bits, 260–261
datapath control outputs, D-17
datapath control signals, D-14
defined, 260
element, B-5
next-state output bits, D-15
PLA implementation, B-13
Two’s complement representation, 75–76
advantage, 75–76
negation shortcut, 76
rule, 79

sign extension shortcut, 78
Two-level logic, B-11–14
Two-phase clocking, B-75
TX-2 computer, OL6.15-4

U
Unconditional branches, 91
Underflow, 198
Unicode
alphabets, 109
defined, 110
example alphabets, 110
Unified GPU architecture, C-10–12
illustrated, C-11
processor array, C-11–12
Uniform memory access (UMA), 518,
C-9
multiprocessors, 519
Units
commit, 339–340, 343
count, 247–248, 259–261, D-4–8,
D-10, D-12–13
defined, 219
floating point, 219
hazard detection, 313, 314–315
for load/store implementation, 255
special function (SFUs), C-35, C-43,
C-50
UNIVAC I, OL1.12-5
UNIX, OL2.21–8, OL5.17-9–5.17-12
AT&T, OL5.17-10
Berkeley version (BSD), OL5.17-10
genius, OL5.17-12
history, OL5.17-9–5.17-12
Unlock synchronization, 121
Unresolved references
defined, A-4
linkers and, A-18
Unsigned numbers, 73–78
Use latency
defined, 336–337
one-instruction, 336–337

V
Vacuum tubes, 25
Valid bit, 386
Variables
C language, 102
programming language, 67
register, 67
static, 102
storage class, 102
type, 102
VAX architecture, OL2.21-4, OL5.17-7
Vector lanes, 512
Vector processors, 508–510. See also
Processors
conventional code comparison,
509–510
instructions, 510
multimedia extensions and, 511–512
scalar versus, 510–511
Vectored interrupts, 327
Verilog
behavioral definition of MIPS ALU,
B-25
behavioral definition with bypassing,
OL4.13-4–4.13-6
behavioral definition with stalls for
loads, OL4.13-6–4.13-8
behavioral specification, B-21, OL4.13-
2–4.13-4
behavioral specification of multicycle
MIPS design, OL4.13-12–4.13-13
behavioral specification with
simulation, OL4.13-2
behavioral specification with stall
detection, OL4.13-6–4.13-8
behavioral specification with synthesis,
OL4.13-11–4.13-16
blocking assignment, B-24
branch hazard logic implementation,
OL4.13-8–4.13-10
combinational logic, B-23–26
datatypes, B-21–22
defined, B-20
forwarding implementation,
OL4.13-4
MIPS ALU definition in, B-35–38
modules, B-23
multicycle MIPS datapath, OL4.13-14
nonblocking assignment, B-24
operators, B-22
program structure, B-23
reg, B-21–22
sensitivity list, B-24
sequential logic specification, B-56–58
structural specification, B-21
wire, B-21–22
Vertical microcode, D-32
Very large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits, 25
Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) defined, 334–335
first generation computers, OL4.16-5 processors, 335
VHDL, B-20–21
Video graphics array (VGA) controllers, C-3–4
Virtual addresses causing page faults, 449 defined, 428
mapping from, 428–429 size, 430
Virtual machine monitors (VMMs) defined, 424 implementing, 481, 481–482 laissez-faire attitude, 481 page tables, 452
in performance improvement, 427 requirements, 426
Virtual machines (VMs), 424–427 benefits, 424 defined, A-41 illusion, 452
instruction set architecture support, 426–427
performance improvement, 427
for protection improvement, 424
simulation of, A-41–42
Virtual memory, 427–454. See also Pages address translation, 429, 438–439 integration, 440–441
mechanism, 452–453
motivations, 427–428
page faults, 428, 434
protection implementation, 444–446
segmentation, 431
summary, 452–453
typing of, 452
writes, 437
Virtualizable hardware, 426
Virtually addressed caches, 443
Visual computing, C-3
Volatile memory, 22

W
Wafers, 26 defects, 26
dies, 26–27
yield, 27
Warehouse Scale Computers (WSCs), 7, 531–533, 558
Warps, 528, C-27
Weak scaling, 505
Wear levelling, 381
While loops, 92–93
Whirlwind, OL5.17-2
Wide area networks (WANs), 24. See also Networks
Words accessing, 68 defined, 66
double, 152
load, 68, 71
quad, 154
store, 71
Working set, 453

World Wide Web, 4

Worst-case delay, 272
Write buffers defined, 394
stalls, 399
write-back cache, 395
Write invalidate protocols, 468, 469
Write serialization, 467
Write-back caches. See also Caches
advantages, 458
coherence protocol, OL5.12-5
complexity, 395
defined, 394, 458
stalls, 399
write buffers, 395
Write-back stage
control line, 302
load instruction, 292
store instruction, 294
Writes complications, 394 expense, 453
handling, 393–395

memory hierarchy handling of, 457–458
schemes, 394
virtual memory, 437
write-back cache, 394, 395
write-through cache, 394, 395
Write-stall cycles, 400
Write-through caches. See also Caches
advantages, 458
defined, 393, 457
tag mismatch, 394

X
x86, 149–158
Advanced Vector Extensions in, 225
brief history, OL2.21-6
conclusion, 156–158
data addressing modes, 152, 153–154
evolution, 149–152
first address specifier encoding, 158
historical timeline, 149–152
instruction encoding, 155–156
instruction formats, 157
instruction set growth, 161
instruction types, 153
integer operations, 152–155
registers, 152, 153–154
SIMD in, 507–508, 508
Stream SIMD Extensions in, 224–225
typical instructions/functions, 155
typical operations, 157
Xerox Alto computer, OL1.12-8
XMM, 224

Y
Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB), 540
Yield, 27
YMM, 225

Z
Zettabyte, 6